


This comic was collectively made by a bunch
of artists from around the globe, who met
online at CXC 2020, created a community

through the Discord Server "Comics! Comics!
Comics!" and couldn't stop talking about

comics or food.

All earnings from this Zine shall go to 
NIS - Neighborhood Services Inc Food Pantry,
an organization located in Central Ohio that
provides food and material assistance to

persons in need. Donate and learn more about
their Mission & History at nsifoodpantry.org













































Artists
Rodrigo is a comic writer and artist based in Chile,
where he hides most of his cookies. 
He is currently wondering why bios are written in
third person, but never in fourth person. 
One would be wise to follow him on twitter
@rodrigomakesart and insta @eternadinociencia. 

 
 

Suzanne Rhee is a writer and artist from Indiana.
When she’s not making comics, you can find her
painting public walls, walking her dog, power-
lifting, and/or eating chocolate. She shares her
artwork on instagram as @rhee.in.ink. 

Brandon Hankins is a cartoonist and ink painter
from Michigan. He loves all kinds of mac n cheese,
and will love you forever if you share some with
him. You can check out more of his work on IG
@brandonlionhearted, or check out:
https://linktr.ee/brandonlionhearted. 

Axe Marnie is a nonbinary comic artist based in
Scotland. They make a lot of comics on cats,
ghosts and being queer as hell.
twitter @axe_marnie instagram @axe.handle

https://linktr.ee/brandonlionhearted


Charlie Nurkkala is an new-to-comics artist earning a
Masters in information science. Her paternal
grandmother's father ate pasties in the copper mines
of Upper Michigan. The English recipe is old, having
followed her Finnish ancestors west to Michigan, and
remains a family favorite. See more of her work at
@vulcharlie.art on Intagram.

 

Mario A. Gonzalez. I'm a Mexico City (mod. '85) Frequent
submitter to awards I never win, I've been working
professionally in comics since 2006. A bit of the
everything, as I've collaborated as an artist, inker,
writer and letterer to various projects. I enjoy
video games and doing nothing. Insta: @ergocomix

Aaron Polk is a cartoonist from Michigan; his work
includes Dog Man by Dav Pilkey, and Hawking by Jim
Ottaviani. In addition to making comics he also works
as an EMT and teaches comics creation classes to
young people. You can find Aaron everywhere on the
internet at @AaronPolkArt

David G Caldwell is a cartoonist and illustrator who
lives and works in Tennessee. He’s been making comics
for the past 6 years and has no plans on stopping
anytime soon. He’s last work, Yankee Doodle Strangler,
is available now. He still loves shrimp.
Website:davidgcaldwell.com Instagram: @theprophetdc
Patreon: patreon.com/davidgcaldwell

Coni Yovaniniz is a comic artist and science
communicator based in Chile. She has tried many teas,
but her all-time favorite is still Earl Grey. You can find
Coni's work at kurisquare.com or on twitter/insta at
@kurisquare. 

 
 



This Zine was edited and organized by Candy.
Candy it's a biologist and teacher based in Brazil, who loves comics

and loves bringing people together. 
You can contact them through mcandidaparedes@gmail.com

Profile icon made by @hayatosstand

Hi! It's Candy here, the editor. The process of making this Zine was a
great adventure and a blessing through these rough pandemic times.
I wanna thank the Cartoon Crossroads Columbus team for not giving
up on 2020's celebration and creating a great space for people to
hang out online, talk, and share their love and knowledge for comics
and now a perfect opportunity for us to share our Tidbits! This little
bitesize comics really came from the heart.

This was made possible thanks to the work, advice and companionship
of all the artists. 
Thanks for all the chat about comics, different kinds of cheese,
bread, chocolate, candy brands around the world, and all the good
times we had to wrap up because everyone was getting hungry or
the time zones mismatched. May more Zines and fun times await us!

 






